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BUREAU VERITAS - ISO 9001:2008 - ISO 14001:2004
Europolveri s.p.a., a leader in the field of powder coatings, reached some time ago, the
highest international recognition. The company Europolveri was in fact certified BUREAU
VERITAS in accordance with ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 14001:2004.

EUROPOLVERI S.p.A.
Offices and manufacturing:
Via Galvani 69
36066 Sandrigo (VI) Italy
Ph. +39.(0)444.750643
Fax +39.(0)444.750653
iinnffoo@@eeuurrooppoollvveerrii..iitt    
wwwwww..eeuurrooppoollvveerrii..iitt

Branch office: 
Via Como 11 - 20063 Cernusco sul Naviglio (MI) Italy 
Ph. +39.(0)2.92148001 - Fax +39.(0)2.92148922

Branch office: 
Via dell’Industria - 25030 Erbusco (Brescia) Italy  
Ph. +39.(0)30.7704158 - Fax +39.(0)30.7705819
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The concrete and positive reality that Europolveri is today draws its origins from a clear intuition

of its founder who knew how to understand, before anyone else, those environmental issues that

in time would have focused the attention of paint users towards more environmentally-friendly

products.

This prevision was at the base of the establishment of Europolveri Spa in 1982, acquiring over

twenty years of experience of one of the first powder coatings manufacturer in Europe, and

combining them with the strategic choices of the new management, led in years to an enviable

development trend, not only in terms of sales volumes and turnover, but also in research &

development improvements.

A fundamental factor was the precise corporate belief: will and determination to invest in the

company.

The adoption of innovative corporate policies, knowing how to offer customers high level

performance, both in terms of product quality and variety, together with the attention for quality

pre and post-sale services, have led Europolveri to gradually gain stronger positions on

international markets, eventually acquiring a relevant position in the production of powder

coatings.
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intuitionA story that stems from an intuition
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futureAbility to plan for the future
Europolveri was established and has grown looking to the future and its orientation will

continue along this path. Development is one of the most important goal for the company,

not only intended as volumes and turnover, but as willingness to invest resources, as

growth that leads to improvement in living conditions and that allows the implementation of

policies that are meant to protect the environment: to sum up, sustainable development.

In Europolveri planning the future means talking about current work; it means planning and

carefully directing resources towards research aimed at formulating new products; towards

technological innovation to improve production processes and application systems; towards

increasingly qualified training of human resources, as human professional growth means

company growth. 

To implement what mentioned, a results and markets monitoring is required to verify either

the choices made were correct or corrective measures and/or integrations are needed to

attain the set goal.

Only experience, skill and courage allow us to look forward and together with careful

planning for the future, enable us to have a better vision of the horizon and to anticipate

or tackle any problems along the way.
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A company concept which is clearly visible when taking any route through its 20,000 square-

metres premises, where everything was based on rationality, essentiality and functionality,

and where these concepts were harmoniously combined with elegance, almost as if to set in

stone the principles underlying the company strategies. Large, functional areas allow not only

production, but also research and quality control laboratories, to take an even more central

role; not by chance they are positioned at the centre of the plant, in the heart of the structure

where management defines strategies in a context which, although future-oriented, was

purposely kept on a human scale in total respect for nature. An environment in which the

concept of sharing seems spontaneous while instead it is a specific choice that allows a

true sense of belonging and a sense of team to be achieved within the company, making

everyone a participant and actor in the company set-up. This sharing involves human

resources at all levels and is targeted to the main objective: customer satisfaction
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team workStrategic sharing at the basis of team wo rk
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qualityConstant reference to quality
working on the raw material. What mentioned places Europolveri in the position of managing

and solving the most specific and particular demands in terms of finishing and application,

providing its customers with a valuable assistance and consultancy service, as well as setting

up specific customized research projects.

These characteristics of dynamism, competence and quality have been acknowledged and certified

since 1993 by the BVQI (Bureau Veritas Quality International), in accordance with standard ISO 9002.

In 1994, the first in Italy, Europolveri obtained the ISO 9001

certification and in 2014 it obtained the ISO 14001

certification on the Environmental Management System.

In Europolveri quality and innovation are essential and involve all the production process

stages. The material produced is considered effectively available only after the confirmation

by quality control of its compliance with the established requirements. 

Product quality, together with maintaining and improving relative standards are closely

correlated with research work, a sector which takes a decisive role and which is in continuous

evolution within Europolveri. 

Research activities are performed by highly skilled personnel, from basic chemistry and

research backgrounds, equipped with sophisticated instruments that allow them to go beyond

the boundaries of merely mixing chemical components available on the market, instead
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valueRange products: our and your added value
In Europolveri, know-how and innovation are intended as the driving force of production effi-

ciency. The high quality of the coatings produced by Europolveri also derives from the use of

sophisticated production technologies; the fundamental processes of extrusion, grinding

and packaging are fully managed by computerized systems; centralized control allows real

time overviewing of the state of progress of the processing cycle, as well as raw materials

and finished product in stock. 

The controlled atmosphere warehouse is fully automated: automatic warehousing using the

FIFO (First in-First out) method ensures that user receives powders in perfect condition. 

The product range is vast: 1800 products and over 1500 colour shades, over 400 product

codes available in stock and over 240 special finishing. 

The product range includes the following lines:

- DURPHEN EPOXY-PHENOL

- DURTHERM POLYANHYDRIDE POLYESTER(PEPA)

- DURPOL EPOXY

- DURPOL POLYURETHANE

- DURPOL EPOXY POLYESTER

- PURAL POLYESTER
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A range of special products  highly performing is the tangible espression about our idea of innovation.

Durpol Antimicrobial8

A series of powder coatings formulated using an antibacterial agent which makes the product

particularly suitable for all those articles in which it is essential to eliminate proliferation of bacteria.

Durpol Antigraffiti 10

A series of polyurethane powder coatings with elevated cross-linking properties that stop the

graffiti from penetrating into the paint, consequently making them easily removable.

Durpol Anticorrosion11

A range of products that includes a series of specific primers, with an epoxy type polymer base,

devised to contrast the effects of corrosion.
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Pural ArchitecturalPlus

A range of products based on polyester resins includes the “Standard” (class 1) line of powder

coatings and the “Super-durable” (class 2) that offer tangible solutions to meet specific needs

of architects and designers in terms of both functional performance and aesthetic value.

Pural ArchitecturalLignum

A series of powder coatings formulated with polyester or polyurethane resisns  for application

using “sublichromic” technology or for “powder on powder” application. An innovative line of

powder studied to recreate the effect of wood essence on metal products.

innovationInnovation is an integral part of our DNA

ST2 EuroCorr Steel-PE0027
HD2 EuroCorr HDGS-PE0039

Lic. n° PS - 011
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A highly qualified assistance and consultancy service characterized by the ability to listen

carefully to the needs and problems of the end user. 

Professionalism, skill and enthusiasm are the properties that mark Europolveri’s production

activity, and on which the relationship between company and customer is based.

Europolveri products offer not only quality, but also a complete service, which accompanies

the customer constantly in each stage of use of the powder coatings, starting with the

production of specific, tailor-made products and continuing with qualified advice and

constant assistance, also including meetings and refresher seminars that allow the needs

and expectations of customers to be satisfied at all times.

This is the company creed, which translates into the offer of an exclusive, attentive and

competent service, capable of providing decisive and targeted answers at all times.
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solutionsKnowing how to listen to give targeted solu tions
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Brescia Vicenza

Venezia-Tessera

Prague

London

Madrid

Athens

Moscow

Brussels

Tallin

Budapest

Vilnius

Milano

Branch offices
Cernusco sul N. (MI) Italy 
Erbusco (Brescia) Italy 

Bratislava

Sofia

Warsaw

Lisbon

Helsinki

Amsterdam
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Minsk

WienMünchen
Paris

Tirana

Beograd

BucarestLubjana

Kuwait City
Qatar
Bishkek

Nuova Delhi

�
El-Qâira

Zagreb

Bern

Kijev

- Portugal 

- Spain

- France 

- Belgium 

- Holland

- United King.

- Finland

- Estonia

- Russia

- Lithuania

- Belarus

- Ukraine

- Poland

- Czech Rep.

- Germany  

- Switzerland

- Austria

- Slovakia

- Hungary 

- Slovenia

- Croatia

- Serbia

- Rumania

- Bulgaria

- Albania

- Malta 

- Greece

- Libano

- Egypt

- Kuwait

- Qatar

- Kirghizia

- India

The natural destination for a company is the market.

Europolveri's technology, quality, assistance and product range have ventured beyond

the borders since a long time and have reached both European and non-European markets.

With a plant in Sandrigo (Vicenza), two branches in Erbusco (Brescia) and Cernusco sul

Naviglio (Milan), and several warehouses, Europolveri’s commercial structure supplies

and manages both the internal market and the following foreign markets:

without bordersTechnology without borders

La Valletta

Beirut
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developmentThe virtues of powder: the ethics of develop ment
Making our success and the results achieved a reason for the growth of those who are less

fortunate and have fewer opportunities. From this viewpoint, for some years Europolveri has

been participating in the UNICEF “Universal Donation” programme.

Europolveri marked its 25th anniversary by entering an open-ended child sponsorship for

twenty children from all parts of the world, within the "Terre des Hommes" project. A choice that,

as well as being extremely gratifying for its intrinsic value, also led to a further satisfaction,

being given the Child Guardian Award, promoted by Terre Des Hommes, for Europolver’s

mailing aimed at communicating this virtuous initiative to its customers.

For its 30th anniversary Europolveri chose another initiative of the “Terre des Hommes”

programme and adopted a “House of Sun” in Namibia; these are structures that offer children

protection, education, psychological and nutritional support, healthcare and vaccinations.

Europolveri’s slogan “Powder as a Virtue" slogan continues being a good omen and a guideline

in the will to grow and make grow.
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